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Abstract: As the atmosphere warms, part of the cloud population shifts from ice and mixed-

phase (“cold”) to liquid (“warm”) clouds. Because warm clouds are more reflective and longer-15

lived, this phase change reduces the solar flux absorbed by Earth and constitutes a negative

radiative feedback. This cooling feedback is weaker in CMIP6 than in CMIP5, contributing to

greater greenhousewarming. While this change is often attributed to improvements in simulated

cloud phase, another model bias persists: warm clouds precipitate too readily, potentially

leading to underestimated negative lifetime feedbacks. Here we modify a climate model to20

better simulate warm rain probability and find it exhibits a cloud lifetime feedback nearly
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three times larger than the default model. This suggests model errors in cloud-precipitation

processes may bias cloud feedbacks as much as CMIP5–CMIP6 climate sensitivity differences.

Reliable climate model projections therefore require improved cloud process realism guided by

process-oriented observations and observational constraints.25

Introduction

All aspects of the climate change problem hinge on knowing how sensitively the climate system

will respond to a given anthropogenic perturbation to Earth’s energy budget1,2. The largest

uncertainty in estimates of climate sensitivity stems from the response of clouds to global

warming3–5, quantified as the “cloud feedback”, i.e., a cloud-mediated feedback of the surface30

temperature increase onto the radiative energy imbalance of the climate system6. Recently,

the sixth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6)7 has yielded a higher

multimodel-mean climate sensitivity estimate than previous assessments, in large part because

the feedback due to extratropical low-altitude clouds has become less negative5.

Extratropical low-cloud feedbacks arise from multiple mechanisms8–10: enhanced condensa-35

tion11,12; enhanced evaporation8,10,13,14; and phase change as a part of the cloud population

shifts from “cold” clouds (those containing ice or a mixture of ice and liquid) to “warm” clouds

(those containing only liquid) in a warmer atmosphere15,16. The phase change feedback, in

turn, is the sum of two components. First, because liquid water cloud droplets are typically

smaller than ice particles and therefore have a higher surface area to volume ratio, liquid clouds40

are more reflective than ice clouds at the same vertically integrated condensate amount. We

refer to this as the “optics component” of the phase feedback. Second, precipitation from warm

clouds is inefficient compared to precipitation from cold clouds15–18. As a result, more warm

clouds in the warmer atmosphere lead to a longer average residence time or “lifetime” of cloud

condensate in the atmosphere, manifesting as a higher temporal-average condensate amount45

and thus a greater planetary albedo. We refer to this as the “lifetime component” of the phase
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feedback by analogy to the “lifetime effect” in aerosol–cloud interactions19,20, where lifetime is

used metaphorically to comprise larger liquid water path and larger horizontal extent of clouds

in addition to longer temporal extent.

Phase changes in midlatitude low-altitude clouds, especially over the Southern Ocean, constitute50

a particularly worrisome feedback mechanism because general circulation models (GCMs)

have historically underestimated the fraction of supercooled liquid-topped clouds, leading to

an underestimate of their albedo21–27. While this model error can be compensated by other

model errors to allow models to meet their evaluation targets, it biases model estimates of the

cloud response to warming because the present-day state contains too much cloud ice that is55

susceptible to replacement by liquid in a warmer atmosphere28–31. Between the fifth CMIP

phase (CMIP5)32 and CMIP6, many models have improved their representation of midlatitude

clouds, increasing their supercooled liquid fraction. It is therefore tempting to conclude that the

higher climate sensitivity in CMIP6 is a more physically plausible estimate of the true climate

sensitivity.60

Yet, many longstanding model errors remain unaddressed. Here we concentrate on errors

in precipitation initiation in warm clouds. Using appropriately chosen precipitation statistics

from spaceborne active remote sensing, we are able to place an observational constraint on

the warm rain cloud process. We argue that this single-process constraint is a less uncertain

constraint on climate projections than the more commonly performed observational constraints65

on cloud state, which are confounded by compensating errors among multiple processes with

different sensitivities to anthropogenic perturbations. The warm rain process errors investigated

here are widespread in climate models and were not systematically mitigated during CMIP6

development. We show that these errors bias model estimates of the midlatitude phase feedback

to be less negative, in contrast to the errors in supercooled liquid cloud fraction which were70

mitigated in numerousmodels. In theECHAM–HAMMOZmodel used here, the phase feedback

bias is of the same order of magnitude as the CMIP5-to-CMIP6 multimodel-mean feedback

increase. Our results illustrate that observationally constraining the representation not only of
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the cloud state but also of cloud processes in climate models is a necessary step towards reliable

climate projections.75

Results

We use fixed sea surface temperature (SST) simulations, an established experimental protocol

for quantifying cloud feedbacks. Specifically, we evaluate the climate response to an idealized

surface warming of 4 K by comparing atmospheric properties and radiative fluxes between a

simulationwith SSTfixed to present-day climatology and a simulationwith SSTfixed to present-80

day climatology + 4 K33 (see Methods) in ECHAM–HAMMOZ, a state-of-the-art atmospheric

GCM34. We decompose the cloud phase feedback into an optics contribution λo and a lifetime

contribution λ` by performing partial radiative perturbations (PRP; see Methods)35–39. The

optics component results from a PRP application where the total condensate path is unperturbed

but the cloud phase is perturbed, i.e., the vertical profiles of liquid and ice condensate mass85

fractions from the perturbed run are combined with the condensate mixing ratio profiles from

the unperturbed run. The lifetime component results from a PRP application where the cloud

phase is unperturbed but the total condensate amount is perturbed, i.e., the converse of the

optics PRP application.

Our decomposition is shown as a function of latitude in Fig. 1 for the standard model config-90

uration (Reference) and for a sensitivity run (described below). Feedbacks unrelated to phase

change, such as drying through increased static stability, affect condensate amount globally and

act as confounders in this decomposition; these feedbacks cause the strongly positive condensate

path feedback seen in the lower latitudes in Fig. 1. The phase-change signals emerge in the mid-

latitudes as local minima in the feedback strength near 60◦ latitude, especially in the southern95

hemisphere. We interpolate between the tropical and polar values of the feedback components

and interpret the difference between the midlatitude local minima and the interpolation as the

amplitude of the phase feedback components (seeMethods). The global-mean lifetime feedback
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is 2.4 times as strong as the optics feedback in this model by λ` = −0.059 ± 0.015 W m−2 K−1

to λo = −0.025 ± 0.005 W m−2 K−1. Our analysis is the first to provide separate estimates of100

the lifetime and optics feedback components in a GCM.

Figure 2a shows the warm rain fraction fwarm, defined as the fraction of rain occurrences

that are due solely to warm rain processes (see Methods), in the ECHAM–HAMMOZ model.

Atmospheric warming causes fwarm to increase (Fig. 2b). The increase ∆ fwarm is especially

pronounced in the southern hemisphere midlatitudes, where abundant precipitating low-level105

oceanic clouds move from cold (mostly mixed-phase) to warm precipitation processes. Warm

rain is rare over land compared to ocean at the same latitude40,41; thus, the presence of land

mutes the corresponding northern hemisphere midlatitude signal.

GCMswith parameterized precipitation overestimate the propensity ofwarm clouds to rain42–45.

This bias exists in the ECHAM–HAMMOZmodel as well, shown in Fig. 3 as a bias in warm rain110

probability pwarm, defined as the probability of surface-reaching warm rain conditional on the

presence of liquid-only cloud, relative to the satellite climatology of Mülmenstädt et al. 40 . As a

result of this warm rain probability bias, we expect GCMs, including ECHAM–HAMMOZ, to

overestimate the precipitation efficiency of warm clouds and thus underestimate the condensate

lifetime increase as cold clouds transition to warm clouds. This implies an underestimate of the115

magnitude of the lifetime contribution to the cloud phase feedback. To test this hypothesis, we

recalibrate the warm rain processes in ECHAM–HAMMOZ to better approximate the satellite-

observed probability of warm rain in the present-day climate. Figure 3 shows the bias in

pwarm in two configurations of the model: The “reference” configuration is the default model

configuration; the “better average rain probability agreement with satellite” (BeARPAWS)120

configuration differs only in that we have artificially scaled the warm rain initiation process

(parameterized as “autoconversion” of cloudwater to rainwater) so that themodeled pwarm better

agrees with the satellite climatology (see Methods). Present-day liquid water path increases

in the BeARPAWS configuration compared the reference model (Supplementary Figure 3),

supporting our hypothesis that reducing pwarm decreases precipitation efficiency.125
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In accordance with our hypothesis, lower, more realistic warm rain probability leads to a more

strongly negative cloud feedback via the condensate lifetime. Figure 1 shows a pronounced

increase in the amplitude of the lifetime feedback near 60◦S and the emergence of a northern

hemisphere signal. Our estimate of the global-mean lifetime feedback in the warm rain bias-

corrected model configuration is λ′
`
= −0.17 ± 0.018 W m−2 K−1 compared to λ` = −0.059 ±130

0.015 W m−2 K−1 in the default configuration. Assessing the lifetime feedback in the bias-

corrected model version incurs additional uncertainties because our strategy for recalibrating

the warm rain process degrades the cloud state, a choice that we discuss in more detail below.

A thorough examination of the uncertainty (see Methods) shows that the lifetime feedback in

BeARPAWS is robustly stronger than in the reference model, with 1.3 < λ′
`
/λ` < 2.9 at 95%135

confidence.

BeARPAWS is a heavy-handed model recalibration that degrades model performance in a

number of other aspects, including radiative energy balance. However, it serves our purpose of

determining what the consequences would be for the model’s simulated climate if we reduced

the warm precipitation bias rather than improving themodel for general purposes. As we discuss140

in the Methods, the large uncertainty on λ′
`
/λ` is the price we pay for the focus on a single

process and the resulting degraded base state. The alternative would require touching a number

of other model parameters, which would make it difficult to attribute the change in feedbacks

to one particular parameterized process46 (see Methods).

Our uncertainty estimates are valid for this particularmodel and assume that warm rain processes145

are the only source ofmodel error. Whatwe actuallywant to predict iswhat the feedback estimate

would be in an ensemble of models without process errors, which, as discussed in the Methods,

introduces additional, unquantified uncertainty. Therefore, our results should by no means be

interpreted as a quantitative correction to be applied to CMIP6 feedback estimates. Rather, they

provide qualitative guidance that the increase in cloud feedback in CMIP6 could be countered150

to a significant extent in a future model ensemble in which both cloud and precipitation errors

have been mitigated. We see two promising avenues by which this guidance could be made less
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uncertain. We encourage the inclusion of more advanced precipitation metrics, such as radar

simulator diagnostics for precipitation frequency45,47, in future iterations of the Cloud Feedback

Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) contribution to CMIP48 and in model development155

efforts. Notably, this would allow us to test whether our ECHAM–HAMMOZ conclusions

translate to other models. We also advocate the pursuit of perturbed physics ensembles and

model emulators as a way to quantify the sensitivity of cloud feedbacks to model parameters49.

These techniquesmay enable exploration of the competition and error compensation between the

processes responsible for the extratropical phase feedback as well as permitting more rigorous160

partitioning of the cloud feedback into components due to individual processes.

Discussion

Relative to CMIP5, many CMIP6 models exhibit a weaker negative extratropical cloud optical

depth feedback5, likely due to a weakened optics effect arising from increased mean-state

supercooled liquid cloud water fraction. Improving the present-day cloud state representation165

in models is no guarantee that the sensitivity of the models to anthropogenic perturbations will

be improved, however. The reason present-day state alone is an insufficient constraint is that

many different processes contribute to the model state, and thus many different combinations

of process representations can lead to equally valid representations of the present-day state; but

these process representations can all differ in their sensitivity to climate perturbations, yielding170

different cloud feedbacks. This general property of open systems, dubbed equifinality50, is

well appreciated in other areas of the geosciences, such as hydrology51 and aerosol radiative

forcing52,53. Its manifestation in the extratropical cloud feedback is evident in single-model

perturbed physics ensembles such as the one described by Tsushima et al. 49 , which shows that

the set of model parameters controlling cloud radiative effect over the Southern Ocean is largely175

orthogonal to the set controlling cloud feedback.

Thus, we advocate a focus on constraining individual processes, as we have done inMülmenstädt
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et al. 54 in the context of aerosol–cloud interactions. While improving the representation

of a single process is likely to degrade the modeled present-day state by exposing formerly

compensated errors in other processes, the only way to achieve a reliable model is to root180

out compensating process errors as the availability of suitable observations, insights from

process-scale modeling, and physical understanding improves. The importance of reducing

process errors is underscored by our result, which shows that the feedback bias associated with

errors in a single process could be of the same order of magnitude as the CMIP5-to-CMIP6

multimodel-mean feedback change due to improvement in cloud state.185

Warm rain processes are the focus of this paper because spaceborne active remote sensing

enables us to construct a close proxy to a process rate – a binary estimate of autoconversion

occurrence in the satellite footprint. Aside from beingmaximally coarse-grained (binary instead

of continuous), this is conceptually the ideal observational constraint on process parameteriza-

tions, as parameterizations also yield process rates. Other processes are less directly tractable190

observationally. It is nevertheless important to continue to improve their representation in mod-

els so that the balance of processes in models is correct. This is especially important because

precipitation and evaporation processes – both sinks of cloud condensate – can compensate for

each others’ errors in the present day cloud state but have opposite responses to greenhouse

gas-induced warming12,14.195

Our remarks on the importance of process constraints by no means negate the importance of

better constraining the present-day state in models. Processes can only be faithfully represented

if the underlying cloud state is faithfully represented. Particularly for Southern Ocean clouds,

this is a problem with modeling, observational, and model-evaluation aspects. Condensation,

precipitation, and evaporation processes appear to trade places as the largest term in the con-200

densate budget between different cloud regimes12,55–57. The relevant regimes may differentiate

clouds not only into frontal convective versus cold-sector shallow types23,29 but also by their

mesoscale properties, such as precipitating shallow cumulus versus nonprecipitating stratus

or stratocumulus. More comprehensive sampling of Southern Ocean clouds by active remote
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sensing is required for process understanding across cloud types, and could be provided by the205

Aerosol–Cloud Convection Precipitation mission58 if its spaceborne cloud radar can resolve

the near-surface snow or rain production in shallow clouds. On the modeling side, correct

representation of these regimes depends on correct representation of subgrid variability, since

the mesoscale cloud organization is beyond the resolved scale of current GCMs. Beyond the

physical problem of representing subgrid variability, the technical problem of consistency be-210

tween subgrid variability as seen by model parameterizations and by satellite simulators59,60

also requires urgent attention to ensure that observational evaluation of models is scale- and

definition-aware45. Furthermore, the importance of correct representation of state extends

beyond the cloud state to the aerosol state, because microphysical processes depend on both

aerosol state and cloud state. Our results and those of many previous studies15,61–63 suggest215

that microphysical processes strongly control the cloud feedback. This means that models need

to represent the cloud-relevant aerosol properties over the Southern Ocean – and their change

with global warming – correctly55,64–67. This is currently not the case67,68.

Thus, a great deal of work remains to be done before we can be confident in our estimates of

the extratropical cloud feedback. This will require a community-wide effort on process param-220

eterization, process observations, and on the tools required to derive observational constraints

on parameterized processes. Until then, we should not consider the less negative feedback in

CMIP6 to be the last word; one of the most egregious model errors, and one uniquely tractable

by a process-based observational constraint, could well cancel the CMIP6 increase in less biased

future models.225
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Figure 1: Zonal-mean feedback components. Feedbacks are computed by PRP in the reference
and the BeARPAWS reduced warm rain probability configurations. PRP provides the sum of all
feedback processes that change the total water path (λL+I) and cloud phase (λϕ), respectively.
A geographic fit (see Methods) is required to extract lifetime and optics feedbacks (λ` and λo)
from λL+I and λϕ, respectively. Shading indicates the approximate regions in which λ` and λo
produce a localized negative feedback distinguishable from the background of other feedback
mechanisms (the background subtraction fit considers an ensemble of plausible geographic
boundaries). Supplementary Figure 1 shows the background subtraction technique.
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Figure 2: Warm rain fraction fwarm in the ECHAM–HAMMOZ model. Warm rain fraction in
the simulation of the present-day climate is shown in panel (a). Warm rain fraction increase in
a 4 K warmer climate relative to present day is shown in panel (b).
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ogy40, reference model configuration, and BeARPAWS reduced warm rain model configuration
are shown.
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Methods

Observations of warm rain fraction and warm rain probability The observational dataset515

to which the model precipitation statistics are compared is the CloudSat–CALIPSO satellite

radar–satellite lidar69 warm/cold rain classification of Mülmenstädt et al. 40 . We use two fields

from this climatology, described in greater detail in the reference. The warm rain fraction fwarm

is defined as the temporal fractional occurrence of warm rain, normalized by the occurrence of

any type of rain, within a grid box at latitude φ and longitude λ:520

fwarm(λ, φ) =
nwarm rain(λ, φ)

nwarm rain(λ, φ) + ncold rain(λ, φ)
. (1)

The warm rain probability pwarm is the temporal fractional occurrence probability of warm rain

conditional on the presence of warm cloud:

pwarm(λ, φ) =
nwarm rain(λ, φ)
nwarm cloud(λ, φ)

. (2)

In both equations (1) and (2), nx refers to the number of CloudSat–CALIPSO profiles of type x.525

Using both fwarm and pwarm provides two complementary pieces of information about precip-

itation processes: fwarm, which is conditional on warm or cold precipitation occurrence, is

the natural metric for ascertaining that precipitation processes shift from cold to warm in the

warmer climate; whereas pwarm, which is a purely warm cloud derived metric, is the natural

metric for evaluating warm rain processes specifically.530

Atmospheric model We use ECHAM–HAMMOZ, version echam6.1–ham2.2–moz0.934, as

a representative example of a state-of-the-art atmospheric GCM. ECHAM–HAMMOZ con-

sists of the ECHAM6 atmospheric model70, JSBACH land surface model71, HAM aerosol

module72,73, and MOZART atmospheric chemistry module74 (which we do not use in these

model runs). Like GCMs in general, ECHAM–HAMMOZ represents precipitation both in535

its “convection” scheme and its large-scale (“stratiform”) cloud scheme. The large-scale cloud
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scheme consists of prognostic equations for cloud ice andwatermixing ratio and particle number

concentration with detailed treatment of liquid, mixed-phase, and ice precipitation formation

processes75–77, whereas the convective scheme78 uses a cloud physics parameterization that

makes it difficult to classify the thermodynamic phase of cloud and precipitation. We therefore540

only analyze cloud and precipitation thermodynamic phase in the large-scale cloud scheme.

While the cloud and convection schemes parameterize very different atmospheric processes

(large-scale ascent and subgrid-scale moist overturning, respectively), the partitioning of pre-

cipitation into large-scale and convective is largely arbitrary; in this model, precipitation in

the midlatitudes is handled predominantly by the stratiform cloud scheme (see Supplementary545

Figure 3). This does not imply that the parameterized convection is inactive; detrainment from

the convection is in fact a significant condensate source for the large-scale precipitation. It

does, however, simplify our analysis by permitting us to focus on the large-scale precipitation

parameterization.

Precipitation is treated diagnostically, i.e., precipitation is assumed to sediment out of the550

atmospheric column within one model time step (10 minutes). The rate at which the collision–

coalescence “autoconversion” process converts cloud water into drizzle or rain water is pa-

rameterized based on the in-cloud droplet number concentration Nd and in-cloud liquid-water

mixing ratio ql as
∂ql

∂t

�����
aut = −1350 s−1 × γqαl

(
Nd

1 cm−3

)−β
(3)555

79. The combination of parameters α = 2.47, β = 1.79, and γ = 1 corresponds to the orig-

inal Khairoutdinov and Kogan 79 parameterization for large eddy simulations. The ECHAM–

HAMMOZ parameterization uses unchanged α and β parameters and γ = 4 to account for an

enhancement of the autoconversion rate due to subgrid-scale variability60,80–84. Apart from this

globally constant enhancement factor, no information on the subgrid-scale variability in Nd or560

ql is available to the parameterization.
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Present-day and future climate Model estimates of the cloud and precipitation response

to global warming in this study are based on pairs of model runs. In each pair, one member

represents the present-day climate and one represents the future, warmer climate. The runs

require only an atmosphere and land surface model component. For the present day, we use an565

Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project-derived (AMIP)85–87 configuration (i.e., driven

by the observed SST), updated monthly over the period 1992–2007. For the future climate, the

model is run in the same configuration, except that we increase the AMIP SST by a constant 4 K.

The strength of atmospheric feedbacks is given by the difference in top-of-atmosphere (TOA)

fluxes between the two configurations divided by the surface temperature increase33. Among570

the advantages of this well established technique is that it permits feedbacks to be calculated for

a model that is not in TOA energy balance.

Comparison of model and satellite warm rain statistics To enable scale- and definition-

aware comparison between the model behavior and satellite retrievals45, the CFMIP Observa-

tional Simulator Package (COSP)88 has been implemented into ECHAM (updated to version575

1.4.1 for the present study)89. Each model column is subdivided into 100 subcolumns; COSP

then runs the QuickBeam90 radar simulator to compute a radar reflectivity based on the hy-

drometeor mixing ratios and an assumed size distribution89. In ECHAM–HAMMOZ, the

only subgrid-scale information passed to COSP is the vertical overlap assumption of fractional

cloudiness. Hydrometeors are uniformly distributed throughout the cloudy part of the grid box.580

Model columns are counted as raining if their maximum radar reflectivity exceeds 0 dBZe and if

the precipitation phase at the surface is liquid. If the highest cloud layer in which the reflectivity

threshold is reached contains ice, the precipitation is classified as cold rain; otherwise, it is

classified as warm rain. A cloud layer is defined as one or more vertically contiguous model

levels with nonzero cloud condensate mixing ratio.585

Calibrating warm rain probability The scale- and definition-aware evaluation of the mod-

eled precipitation45 thus accomplished can inform choices of the parameters in the autocon-
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version formulation. We have chosen to use the enhancement factor γ from Equation (3) as

our tuning parameter as a straightforward way to reduce the warm rain initiation rate and thus

reduce pwarm. We showed in Mülmenstädt et al. 54 that the warm rain bias responds strongly590

to γ reductions, but that this strategy hits diminishing returns at γ ≈ 0.1 without completely

eliminating the bias. For this reason, we have chosen to use γ = 0.1 in this analysis, as well.

Although reducing the autoconversion rate to achieve a more realistic warm rain representation

is consistent with other analyses of advanced precipitation diagnostics43, it clashes with the

above-mentioned arguments that γ > 1 is required to account for subgrid-scale variability in595

precipitation processes. Our chosen model configuration therefore should not be seen as a

“better” model in a general sense. There is no a priori justification for choosing γ = 0.1 (any

more than there is for the reference configuration γ = 4); many other aspects of the model were

calibrated to exist in harmony with the cloud and precipitation fields at γ = 4 and are now

in disharmony with the new cloud and precipitation fields; and the γ = 0.1 model is out of600

energetic balance, precluding its use in a coupled ocean–atmosphere run. What we do expect

this model configuration to be capable of, however, is to serve as a proxy for a model with

reduced warm rain biases, so that we can use this configuration to draw inferences on the cloud

phase feedback of a better model that may be many years in the future (or even unattainable).

With the exception of one sensitivity study described below, we explicitly choose not to tune605

any other aspect of the model to compensate for the TOA energy balance detuning introduced

by the change in γ. The reason for this choice is that a tuning strategy involving more than one

process makes it very difficult to attribute which of the process changes caused the change in

emergent model properties, such as feedbacks or rapid adjustments46,54.

Partial radiative perturbations to estimate radiative feedbacks To decompose the radiative610

feedback into the components of interest to us in this study, we use the method of partial

radiative perturbations (PRP). PRP estimates the impact of a change in one property of the

climate on the TOA radiative fluxes (and thus the total energy budget of the climate system)

while holding all other properties fixed and is widely used for radiative feedback analysis35–38.
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The properties we perturb in this study are the cloud thermodynamic phase, holding total615

condensate path constant, to evaluate the optics component of the phase feedback; and the

condensate path, holding thermodynamic phase constant, to evaluate the lifetime component of

the phase feedback. Although one would expect large artifacts due to the decorrelation of highly

correlated cloud properties when performing PRP on individual cloud properties, Mülmenstädt

et al. 39 have demonstrated that it is possible to obtain accurate results by averaging between620

perturbing the AMIP run with an AMIP+4 K cloud property and perturbing the AMIP+4 K run

with an AMIP cloud property (forward–backward PRP)36.

A more formal description is given below, but the rather intuitive approach underlying the

PRP-based feedback estimates is perhaps most clearly articulated in words. We archive the

model cloud state every three hours in AMIP and AMIP+4 K model runs. After the runs625

complete, we then substitute cloud properties from one run into the output of the other run

and recalculate radiative fluxes. This allows us to partition the total TOA radiative flux change

resulting from the 4 K warming among changes in individual cloud variables. The individual

cloud property changes we have considered are changes in total condensate holding cloud phase

fixed; changes in cloud phase holding total condensate fixed; and fractional cloudiness. We have630

also substituted all cloud properties simultaneously (i.e., profiles of liquid and ice mixing ratios

and fractional cloudiness) to ascertain that our decomposition sums to the full cloud feedback.

Adopting the notation of Mülmenstädt et al. 39 , the vector of cloud properties relevant to the

phase feedback in a two-moment homogeneous idealization of clouds is

x = {qc, ϕ, N, fc}, (4)635

where qc is the cloud condensate mixing ratio, N is the cloud particle number concentration,

fc is the fractional cloud coverage, and ϕ is the cloud thermodynamic phase. In the model, ϕ

is encoded as the presence of ice or liquid through the separate liquid and ice-phase number
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({Nd, Ni}) and mixing ratio ({ql, qi}) fields:

x = {ql, qi, Nd, Ni, fc}. (5)640

Denoting the AMIP run as A, AMIP+4 K run as B, and the TOA shortwave and longwave

fluxes as Q and R, respectively, our goal is to determine the feedback parameters for the optical

feedback (λo) and lifetime feedback (λ`). To do so, we first calculate the radiative effects of

thermodynamic phase and condensate path:

λϕ =
1
∆Ts

(δA↔BQϕ + δA↔B Rϕ), (6)

λL+I =
1
∆Ts

(δA↔BQqc + δA↔B Rqc ), (7)

where δA↔B{Q, R}ξ denotes forward–backward PRP on cloud property ξ. To map between this

conceptual operation and the actual model cloud properties, we proceed as follows. Rather than

performing straightforward substitution of one cloud variable at a time, i.e.,

x 7→ {x′ξ, xζ,ξ } (8)

(where run A provides the primed variable in the forward PRP case and run B provides the645

primed variable in the backward PRP case), we substitute both ql and qi at the same time:

x 7→ {q̂l, q̂i, Nd, Ni, fc}, (9)

where q̂l, q̂i are functions of {ql, qi, q′l, q
′
i }, as described in detail below.

To determine λL+I , we apportion the perturbed condensate path according to the unperturbed
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thermodynamic phase distribution:

q̂l =




q′l + q′i if ql ≥ ε and qi < ε,

(q′l + q′i )
ql

ql + qi
if ql ≥ ε and qi ≥ ε,

0 if ql < ε and qi ≥ ε

(10)

and

q̂i =




0 if ql ≥ ε and qi < ε,

(q′l + q′i )
qi

ql + qi
if ql ≥ ε and qi ≥ ε,

q′l + q′i if ql < ε and qi ≥ ε;

(11)

to determine λϕ, we apportion the unperturbed condensate path according to the perturbed

thermodynamic phase distribution:

q̂l =




ql + qi if q′l ≥ ε and q′i < ε,

(ql + qi)
q′l

q′l + q′i
if q′l ≥ ε and q′i ≥ ε,

0 if q′l < ε and q′i ≥ ε

(12)

and

q̂i =




0 if q′l ≥ ε and q′i < ε,

(ql + qi)
q′i

q′l + q′i
if q′l ≥ ε and q′i ≥ ε,

ql + qi if q′l < ε and q′i ≥ ε,

(13)

where ε = 10−7 kg kg−1 is the smallest mixing ratio that the model physics considers nonzero.

As is often the case in physical systems, even a pleasantly symmetric set of governing equations650

such as equations (10–11) and (12–13) can yield very asymmetric numerical outcomes.
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Although the ice crystal number concentration Ni is a prognostic variable in the cloud scheme,

its effect on cloud optics is parameterized diagnostically as a function of qi within the radiation

scheme (eq. 7 in Stevens et al. 70) via the ice effective radius

re,i = 83.8 µm × q0.216
i . (14)655

For liquid clouds (and the liquid portion of mixed-phase clouds), we use the droplet number

concentration Nd that corresponds to the thermodynamic phase distribution used in each ra-

diative transfer calculation (i.e., N̂d = Nd to calculate λL+I and N̂d = N ′d to calculate λϕ).

This prevents encounters with undefined droplet number when the substituted cloud field is

purely ice. Mülmenstädt et al. 39 have shown that perturbing ql and Nd independently is free of660

decorrelation artifacts.

To test that our decomposition closes, i.e., the sum of components equals the cloud feedback, we

perform two additional PRP calculations. First, we calculate the fractional cloudiness feedback

component λ fc by substituting fc between the AMIP and AMIP+4 K runs:

λ fc =
1
∆Ts

(δA↔BQ fc + δA↔B R fc ); (15)665

second, we calculate the total cloud feedback λcloud by substituting the full set of cloud properties

x from eq. (5):

λcloud =
1
∆Ts

(δA↔BQx + δA↔B Rx). (16)

As shown in Supplementary Figure 5, the decomposition closes well.

Differentiating between λ`,o and non-phase feedbacks Cloud feedbacks that are not medi-670

ated by phase change enter into the PRP-diagnosed λϕ and (primarily) λL+I . Quantifying the

phase feedback components λ`,o therefore requires a method to subtract the background of other

feedbacks. Our technique is based on the distinctive geographic signature of the signal, which

peaks slightly equatorward of 60◦ latitude. To estimate the background, we first make a best
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guess at the signal-dominated region. We then fit a strongly smoothed local polynomial (locally675

estimated scatterplot smoothing, LOESS)91 to the data excluding the signal region; this fit is

our background estimate. Finally, we fit a normal distribution to the background-subtracted,

area-weighted (i.e., cos φ-weighted) PRP output within the signal region; the integral of this

fit is the global-mean feedback estimate. Supplementary Figure 1 illustrates the procedure.

The method is purely phenomenological, i.e., the identification of the local minima with phase680

feedbacks is based on the assumption that there is no mechanism that would impart sharp

latitudinal structure on other (evaporation-driven) feedback components over the midlatitudes.

This assumption is supported to some extent by the geographical coincidence between the local

minima in condensate feedback identified as the lifetime feedback signal on the one hand and the

increase in warm rain fraction in the warmer climate on the other (see Supplementary Figure 2),685

as the transition to more warm rain is the hypothesized cause of the lifetime feedback. As we

point out in the Discussion, the development of more rigorous methods for attributing feedback

components to processes would be of great value, albeit made challenging by the interaction

between processes.

The background subtraction technique has three uncertain parameters: the smoothing span690

s used in the background fit (as a fraction of the abscissa range) and the lower and upper

latitude limits φmin and φmax of the signal region. To estimate the uncertainty associated

with these parameter choices, we perform an ensemble of 104 fits with parameters uniformly

and independently chosen from reasonable ranges: 0.65 ≤ s ≤ 0.8, 35◦ ≤ |φmin | ≤ 45◦,

and 65◦ ≤ |φmax | ≤ 75◦; these ranges are chosen to exclude unrealistic background models,695

where the fit connects the endpoints of the background region with a strongly concave-upward

polynomial that overshoots near the poles (indicated by the dotted line in Supplementary

Figure 1).

We choose to integrate the signal fit function rather than summing the background-subtracted

PRP output because the fit function is well defined outside the signal region, so that the integral700

can be calculated over all latitudes. Summing the signal, by contrast, would be sensitive to the
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width of the fit region or would require some other technique to extrapolate the signal into the

background region.

Supplementary Table 1 summarizes the fit results and 95% confidence interval estimates for the

fit components.705

Quantifying feedback changes in an untuned model When we modify the γ factor in

equation (3) to reduce the warm rain probability, the cloud state changes, primarily in that

the liquid water path increases substantially (Supplementary Figures 3–4 and Supplementary

Table 2). It is hard to imagine that this cloud state change would not affect the magnitude of

the cloud feedback, and, indeed, all components of the cloud feedback are seen to respond to710

the changed base state in Supplementary Figure 5 and Supplementary Table 3. Our strategy of

not compensating for the change in γ by retuning other model processes, while facilitating the

attribution of the change in model behavior to the warm rain initiation process, thus requires us

to perform additional analysis to ascertain that the increase in feedback strength is not due only

to the increase in low cloud amount.715

We seek to exclude the possibility that the increase in |λ` | follows entirely from the increase

in low cloud amount after retuning the warm rain processes, rather than from having made

the cloud lifetime more sensitive to ∆Ts. For concreteness, suppose that the feedback followed

proportionally from the low cloud amount in the present-day climate; in that case, a model tuned

to a higher present-day low cloud amount would appear to give a larger |λ` |, but this larger720

|λ` | would not permit the conclusion that the GCM warm rain bias causes an underestimate of

|λ` |. In Supplementary Figure 6, we normalize the feedbacks by various measures of low cloud

amount in the present-day climate simulation: liquid water path L; shortwave cloud radiative

effect Sc; and λo (to test whether both feedback components simply show the same dependence

on cloud state). In all cases, the normalized feedback λ`/χ, χ ∈ {L,Sc, λo}, is stronger in725

the model configuration with reduced warm rain probability. The lifetime feedback component

also responds more strongly to the reduced warm rain probability than the optical feedback

component. These outcomes are all consistent with our interpretation that the reduced warm
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rain efficiency causes the increase in |λ` |.

Further confidence comes from using the lower latitudes as a test of the ability of the method to730

distinguish between feedback strengthening due to process changes and feedback strengthening

purely due to increased cloud in the base state. In the lower latitudes, the lifetime mechanism

does not contribute to the cloud feedback, so any increase in feedback strength in BeARPAWS

compared to the reference configuration is presumably due to the low cloud increase in the

lower warm rain probability configuration. If the normalization method works as intended, the735

normalized feedback should be similar (or – if the normalization is conservative – lower) in

BeARPAWS compared to the reference. Supplementary Figure 6 shows that BeARPAWS does

indeed produce a stronger feedback in the lower latitudes which, upon normalization, becomes

close to or weaker than in the reference simulation. This appears to work particularly well when

normalizing by the shortwave cloud radiative effect, consistent with the reasonable hypothesis740

that radiative feedback strength in the absence of a process difference is simply proportional to

radiative effect. Normalizing byL, by contrast, appears overly conservative, whichmay perhaps

be explained by radiative effects saturating at higher L. Thus, the lower-latitude behavior of

the feedbacks lends further support to the notion that normalizing the feedback allows us to

determine when a feedback strengthening is purely the result of an increase in cloud amount.745

Supplementary Table 4 summarizes the normalized feedback estimates. These estimates are

derived using the background subtraction technique described above; the regional-average ratio

is computed by averaging numerator and denominator before dividing. For χ ∈ {Sc,L}, the
denominator is the cos φ-weighted average over the signal region; for χ = λo, the denominator

is the result of the signal fit procedure applied to λo. The numerator is the result of the signal750

fit procedure applied to λ` in all cases.

We can similarly estimate the ratios of normalized feedbacks between the γ = 4 (reference)

and γ = 0.1 (recalibrated warm rain probability) configurations. Depending on the choice of

denominator, the lifetime feedback component is between 1.3 and 2.9 times as strong in the

recalibrated warm rain probability configuration as in the default configuration. The set of755
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denominators we have considered includes all relevant cloud variables; we therefore estimate

that this range corresponds to at least 95% coverage.

Finally, we can estimate the λ`/λo ratio. In either configuration, λ` is the dominant component

of the phase feedback in this model.

Quantifying feedback changes when multiple processes are retuned to maintain the cloud760

state In addition to the normalized feedback ansatz, we have also performed an experiment

where we tuned the lower warm rain probability model into a similar cloud state as the reference

configuration. Reproducing the base state comes at the expense of tuningmore than one process,

complicating the interpretation of the model behavior and its attribution to individual processes.

To keep the retuning within the same sector of the model, we have chosen to modify accretion765

(collection of cloud droplets by rain drops), which is the other warm rain process parameterized

in this model. In ECHAM–HAMMOZ, the accretion parameterization follows Khairoutdinov

and Kogan 79:
∂ql

∂t

�����
acc = −3.7 s−1 × γaccqlqr, (17)

where qr is the mixing ratio of rain water. Increasing the tuning factor for this process increases770

the efficiency of liquid condensate removal by bothwarmand cold rain. Employed in conjunction

with the same reduced tuning factor for autoconversion as in the BeARPAWS configuration, a

tenfold increase in the accretion tuning factor allows us to achieve the dual goals of reduced

(albeit less strongly than BeARPAWS) warm rain probability (Supplementary Figure 8) and

unchanged present-day liquid water path (Supplementary Figure 7). Compared to the reference775

configuration, this configuration is less likely to initiate warm rain, but once (warm or cold)

rain occurs, the rain more efficiently removes cloud water. We refer to this configuration as

“BeARPAWS energy and hydrology validation experiment” (BEAHyVE).

In the BEAHyVE configuration, pwarm (averaged over the same sampling of latitude ranges as

the background subtraction fit) is biased high by 0.041 relative to the satellite estimate, while780

the lifetime feedback estimate is λ` = −0.084 ± 0.007 W m−2 K−1. Both the feedback estimate
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and the pwarm bias reduction thus lie between the reference and BeARPAWS values. (The

pwarm biases are 0.068 in the reference and 0.012 in the BeARPAWS configuration; the lifetime

feedbacks are−0.059 W m−2 K−1 in the reference and−0.17 W m−2 K−1 in the BeARPAWS con-

figuration.) Because the pwarm biases differ between BeARPAWS and BEAHyVE, comparing785

the lifetime feedback estimates introduces some ambiguity. Assuming, somewhat arbitrarily,

that the feedback estimate would scale linearly if the BEAHyVE configuration were extensible

to lower pwarm bias, we estimate 1.3 < λ′
`
/λ` < 3.0 for the BEAHyVE lifetime feedback relative

to the reference lifetime feedback at the BeARPAWS pwarm reduction. The upper and lower

bounds are obtained by assuming either the absolute lifetime feedback or the lifetime feed-790

back strengthening relative to the reference configuration scales with the warm rain probability,

respectively. This range is consistent with the range obtained by the method of normalizing

BeARPAWS to cloud state changes in the previous section.

Rain and snow water content are not prognostic variables in ECHAM–HAMMOZ, similar to

the situation in many other GCMs92; precipitation is assumed to fall through the grid column795

within a model time step. This diagnostic treatment of precipitation is known to bias accretion

low93, which, along with enhancement due to subgrid-scale variability83,84, provides some

justification for a greater-than-unity accretion tuning factor. However, we stress that the tuning

factor is too large to be compatible with these possible explanations (and requires an even more

unrealistic autoconversion scale factor). In our opinion, the tuning strategy used, at best, masks800

structural deficiencies in the model. Therefore, our point about using BeARPAWS for guidance

rather than as a model improvement applies even more strongly to BEAHyVE.

As may have been expected, extending the tuning strategy to two parameters results in more

complex model behavior. Supplementary Figure 9 shows that the shape of the condensate

feedback in BEAHyVE differs from both the reference configuration and BeARPAWS. The805

decreased autoconversion tuning factor in BeARPAWS appears to effect both an increase in the

amplitude of the lifetime feedback in the SW spectrum and an equatorward broadening (Supple-

mentary Figure 10). In the BEAHyVE configuration, in contrast, the lifetime feedback strength
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increases only because of an equatorward broadening of the region across which the feedback

operates, partially offset by a more strongly positive feedback in the LW spectrum everywhere.810

This illustrates the complications arising from multiparameter tuning strategies; while they

are necessary if the present-day cloud state is to be maintained across model configurations,

disentangling the mechanisms by which they affect climate projections is challenging.

Caveats on uncertainty estimates In the Results section, we pointed out that our uncertainty

estimates are for the lifetime and optics feedback components in this particular model and815

assuming that warm rain processes are the only source of model error. This raises two caveats.

The first caveat concerns how representative of the CMIP ensemble the behavior of this model

is. The strong lifetime feedback relative to the optical feedback is, so far, an ECHAM–

HAMMOZ-specific result. This model has a low base-state supercooled liquid water fraction

compared to other models24; based on Tan et al. 28 , Terai et al. 30 , Frey and Kay 31 , we would820

expect ECHAM–HAMMOZ to overestimate the optical component of the phase feedback, but

Lohmann and Neubauer 94 have shown the model to be insensitive to base state supercooled

liquid fraction, making its optical component behavior somewhat unusual among GCMs. Its

warm rain bias, however, is unremarkable compared to other models43,44, leading us to expect

the indicating lifetime component estimate to be fairly representative of other models. If this is825

the case, then our conclusion that the lifetime feedback dominates the total cloud phase feedback

will hold in the multimodel mean, as well. Making this determination directly is currently not

possible for the majority of CMIP models because the appropriate diagnostics, such as those of

Michibata et al. 47 , are too new to have been included in CMIP6. We encourage the inclusion

of such diagnostics in future multimodel ensembles.830

The second caveat, at its root, concerns the interaction between parameterizations in a complex

model, including the interaction between errors within these parameterizations. Sources of

uncertainty include the arbitrary partitioning of precipitation processes between “convective”

and “stratiform” clouds with different levels of sophistication in their microphysics; errors in

cloud representation that complicate the interpretation of the diagnostics we use in this study;835
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and compensation between precipitation and other model errors. In this study, we have only

modified stratiform precipitation, which is the more detailed of the two parameterizations; this

is unlikely to result in a large error in our λ′
`
/λ` estimate, as most of the precipitation at the

relevant latitudes is from the stratiform scheme in this model (see Supplementary Figure 3). The

model does not represent subgrid-scale cloud variability (beyond fractional cloudiness within a840

grid cell). One consequence is that this limits the model’s ability to capture mesoscale shallow

cloud regimes (see Discussion). Another is that all clouds within a grid cell precipitate equally,

which is not representative of the spatial variability in real clouds but paradoxically reduces

the potential for misinterpreting evaluation errors (from communicating subgrid variability

to the radar simulator) as model errors59,60. Finally, a hypothetical future model in which845

other compensating errors have already been addressed might require a less drastic retuning of

warm rain processes. An otherwise perfect model would probably exhibit a smaller feedback

bias because evaporation would be a more important and precipitation a less important sink

process. A smaller warming-induced shift from cold to warm rain in a model that better

represents supercooled liquid in shallow clouds may also reduce the bias, although incorrect850

phase assignment in the model may partially compensate for the importance of cold rain

processes even in predominantly supercooled liquid clouds55,56. This source of uncertainty is

very difficult to quantify, as it involves the interaction of components of a complex system.

It does, however, highlight aspects of the model (and other models with similar errors) that

urgently require improvement. We discuss these in the Discussion section.855
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feedbacks. Zonal-mean PRP results are shown as points. The red band illustrates the 95%
confidence interval of background models; the blue band illustrates the 95% confidence interval
of signal models. The dashed line is an example of a poor background fit obtained with fit
parameters outside the ranges given in the text (s = 0.57, φmin = 36◦, φmax = 61◦).
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Supplementary Figure 3: Atmospheric state variables. The satellite products drawn for com-
parison are CERES–EBAF version 4.095,96 for radiative fluxes, cloud radiative effects, and
fc; MAC–LWP97,98 for L; CloudSat 2C-ICE following Li et al. 99 for for I; and GCPC ver-
sion 2.3100 for precipitation. The reference and reduced autconversion (BeARPAWS) model
configurations are shown.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Atmospheric state variable changes in thewarmer climate. The change
from AMIP to AMIP+4 K is shown for the reference and reduced autconversion (BeARPAWS)
model configurations.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Atmospheric state variables in various model configurations. Ref-
erence, reduced autconversion (BeARPAWS), and reduced autoconversion–increased accretion
(BEAHyVE) are shown. Satellite datasets are as in Supplementary Figure 3.
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rations are shown.
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(BeARPAWS), and reduced autoconversion–increased accretion (BEAHyVE) configurations.
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Supplementary Table 1: Results of background-subtracted feedback component fits. Global, northern hemisphere (NH), and southern
hemisphere (SH) results in the reference and reduced autconversion (BeARPAWS) model configurations are shown.

λ` (W m−2 K−1) λo (W m−2 K−1)
Model configuration Global NH SH Global NH SH
γ = 4 (Reference) −0.059 ± 0.015 −0.032 ± 0.012 −0.028 ± 0.009 −0.025 ± 0.005 −0.014 ± 0.004 −0.011 ± 0.003
γ = 0.1 (BeARPAWS) −0.171 ± 0.018 −0.078 ± 0.009 −0.093 ± 0.016 −0.041 ± 0.004 −0.020 ± 0.003 −0.021 ± 0.003

Supplementary Table 2: Present-day model state. Global means of state variables in the reference and reduced autconversion (BeARPAWS)
model configurations are shown.

Model configuration P (W m−2) RTOA (W m−2) Sc (W m−2) L (g m−2)
γ = 4 (Reference) 86.44 −0.13 −51.83 86
γ = 0.1 (BeARPAWS) 85.96 −13.94 −67.18 222

Supplementary Table 3: Feedback components. The PRP result for the total cloud feedback is indicated by “cloud”, while “sum” is the sum
of the PRP results for individual components (fractional cover, condensate path, and phase).

Global-mean PRP estimate (W m−2 K−1)
PRP perturbation γ = 4 (Reference) γ = 0.1 (BeARPAWS)
cloud 0.76 0.86
condensate 0.26 0.28
fraction 0.38 0.46
phase 0.07 0.07
sum 0.71 0.81
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Supplementary Table 4: Normalized feedback strengths. The units are [λ] = W m−2 K−1, [λ/Sc] = % K−1, and [λ/L] = W K−1 kg−1.
Unprimed variables are taken from the reference model configuration, primed variables from the reduced autconversion (BeARPAWS)
configuration.

χ λ`/χ λ′
`
/χ′ (λ′

`
/χ′)/(λ`/χ) λo/χ λ′o/χ′ (λo/χ)/(λ′o/χ′)

1 −0.059 −0.171 2.872 −0.025 −0.041 1.657
|Sc | −0.096 −0.228 2.371 −0.040 −0.055 1.369
λo 2.397 4.153 1.733 − − −
L −0.556 −0.701 1.261 −0.232 −0.169 0.728
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